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Developer website: link Thirst for speed, chase and risk for the sake of an exotic cocktail - that's what unites these dissimilar
characters. Jumping off a cliff and speedily sliding through a mountain river on a snowboard is not a test for the faint of heart,
but everyone can feel the real drive if they stop at the very peak of dangerous adventures. The heroes of this exciting adventure
are two Tamagotchi monkeys. They, like real animals, have their own preferences in food, and if one of them is treated with a

special delicacy, then she will definitely eat the doll that is in her stomach. In order to save your pet and prevent him from
accidentally biting off his paw, you need to be very careful! This arcade toy will appeal to everyone who loves to drive for

pleasure on a surfboard. The main character, a young guy named Kurt, rides his motorcycle along winding mountain paths. He
manages to overtake many other motorcyclists, and now Kurt is racing along a steep serpentine at great speed, overtaking cars

and motorcycles. While driving a motorcycle, the player must dodge huge boulders and pebbles that are flying towards them at a
frantic speed, and wind a cable around the steering wheel. Having reached the top of the mountain, the player will need to slide

down the cliff and thus run to the finish line without flying off a huge cliff. Danger can await around every corner - you can
meet both birds and wild animals on your way. In general, you are the main character who must show climbing skills and be

extremely careful not to break loose and crash. At the end of the game, the hero will have to find a motorcycle, which is at the
very bottom. A wonderful arcade game from the creators of such famous games as "Throw Fool Toys" and "Nike Battles". It's
no secret that every poker fan dreams of playing it. The exciting game "PokerGonyalki" will give you good luck and give you

the opportunity to play your favorite slot machine. The game has bright, beautiful graphics
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